BEYOND NICCOLO MACHIAVELLI & SUN TZU:
HOW TO TAKE OVER KINGDOMS AND COUNTRIES BY STEALTH
The sequence of events is less important than the methods, tactics, and patterns that have been successfully followed to
clandestinely gain control of kingdoms, countries, and populations for centuries regardless of geographic location,
politics, or alliances. Some past physical tactics have been replaced by technologically-more-advanced covert methods.
 CONTROL DECISION MAKERS – Use of bribes, blackmail, threats, “accidents” resulting in death, poisoning, disease
as a weapon, intimidation, financial weapons, and more – used directly against leaders, their family, or their friends,
to obtain complacency or cooperation. Including politicians, military commanders, religious leaders, bankers, news
media, judges, law enforcement, industrialists, and innovators. The lowest risk and highest benefit are to ensnare
them in an illicit act they are willing to do, but at times it might be necessary to secretly drug and place the target
individual within an extremely criminal or immoral situation, which they then participate in because of the drugging.
Powerful addictive drugs could also be implemented. Ample evidence of the incident is saved and used to control
and blackmail the individual without concern that they will go to law enforcement, since they would incriminate
themselves resulting in their own imprisonment. This person can be leveraged to repeat the process with their
powerful associates and even low-level individuals. Threats can be made against these individuals to stay compliant
and rewarded very well for compliance (money, drugs, sex, prestige, power). The more exotic the methods used, the
easier it is to conceal the thing, as the public has a built-in mental block to things not already within their frame-ofreference (a normalcy bias). Decision makers should be monitored and tracked.
 CONTROL POLITICAL PROCESS – Politics is at work within military dictatorships and monarchies besides
democracies. It is of great benefit to infiltrate ideological groups and political organizations by ‘seeding’ them with
those already under control. Sprout, grow, and groom the seeds to high leadership positions. Rogue plants can be
weeded out or converted. Public and private voting can be heavily influenced by propaganda and false flag methods.
Public and private voting results can be manipulated by controlling those counting the votes and ultimately
controlling the ones proclaiming the results. This process can be used against groups, organizations, regional
leaders, heads of state, etc. Those not in-the-know should be made to believe that they influenced who the visible
leader is. If the installed leader falls out of favor, the leader should be replaced with another controlled individual to
placate the people and avoid internal rebellion.
 CONTROL COMMUNICATION – Control news content, suppress contradictory reports, and disseminate propaganda.
Control how information is transmitted by restricting who can transmit information and what information can be
received, which can also be used to suppress and coverup the take-over process, or destroy those who may try to
expose the plan or methods used. Making information strongly emotional can override even the most powerful
evidence and facts. Causing a population to hear propaganda from perceived different sources makes it more
believable and trustworthy, especially when perceived as a grassroots movement, which in reality is Astroturf (fake
grass). Promote truth as subjective, while promoting "official" truth as the only objective reality. Inject propaganda
and indoctrination into all forms of entertainment.
 CONTROL POPULATION – Problem-Reaction-Solution: Create a problem (real or imagined) that causes a reaction in
the population to accept the predetermined solution that you desire. Dictate decisions on travel, finances, property,
information, medical treatments, personal defense, and freedom. Propaganda is distributed from deemed
“safe/official” sources to the population. Compliance is rewarded with additional privileges, while non-compliance is
punished by removing privileges and/or basic human rights. Fellow citizens are incentivized/enlisted to support this
process. Cause division among people and redirect the splintered groups against each other, conquering each
smaller part that is left individually. Implode a group by framing them for a heinous crime and they will lose public
support, finances, and members. A total takeover cannot be completed without removing private gun ownership.

 REMOVE DISSENTERS – Propaganda is used to alienate dissenters from the rest of society. They can be portrayed as
unreasonable, less than human (animals), a threat, a terrorist, mentally deranged, criminal, or associated with a
current, past, or future foreign enemy. False flag attacks can be carried out and blamed on dissenters as a last
method to round them up and separate them from everyone else; to “protect” the rest of society from them. Thus,
removing the risk that dissenters will inform, warn, and awaken others to the takeover that is occurring. Torture is
largely ineffective as a tool, since if it is discovered, the population can feel strong sympathy for those tortured and
create massive opposition against the torturers and their bosses. Deportation of previously discredited dissenters to
a geographically remote dissenter colony, cut off from the rest of their original population, can be effective since it
nearly eliminates any sympathy from the remaining population. Deportation eliminates the cost and labor of
running additional prisons or concentration camps, and with the dissenters demonized, their previous society will
not welcome them back even if they attempt to return.
 CONTROL LAW ENFORCEMENT – Manipulation of investigations and their results. Control over what is heard in
court cases. Court decisions are predetermined, yet portrayed as legitimate court proceedings. Court records and
evidence presented can be manipulated and then released to the public to impact the population’s perception. Law
enforcement personal is either made to be complacent/compliant or is replaced with people who are. Special
secretive enforcement squads are created that cause fear in the population, and whose goal is to suppress all
opposition to the takeover process. The secretive groups are either officially denounced to exist or propaganda is
used to promote these organizations as beneficial to the public.
 CONTROL LAWS – Laws are slowly and then dramatically changed. Power is consolidated to one hidden individual
who is not ever seen or spoken about, who then controls a puppet ruler in the public spotlight which can be changed
out at a moment’s notice or a predetermined interval. The puppet leader rules by decree based on the commands of
the real ruler, which shields the real ruler from being overthrown. In democracies, enough politicians and judges can
be controlled to enable the hidden ruler to wield total control from the shadows. What was once often deemed
legal is made illegal, and what was often illegal is made legal to the benefit of the single shadow ruler. Laws are
selectively enforced, and hypocrisy is the new normal. Laws are created to keep the population distracted, in a state
of fear, and under control physically, mentally, spiritually, geographically, and financially.
 CONTROL EDUCATION – Mandatory and optional educational curriculum should incorporate propaganda to
promote the takeover process and promote the new ideologies. Indoctrination, fear, and threats of socially isolating
students can be utilized to promote the acceptance of the new order and control mechanisms. Reward/punishment
systems work well. Use carefully biased, crafted, and/or forged historical and scientific evidence with “official”
studies that have been skewed or manipulated to show the desired information is true. Using controlled individuals
who have prestige and doctorate degree credentials to publish the data will convince most people. Grants, funding,
and promotions can be used to control educators and scientists besides the previously mentioned tactics.
 CONTROL RELIGION – Most control methods are ineffective amongst those with strong religious convictions, and so
compromising religious leaders and religious teachers to influence their followers is of paramount importance. (see
Control Decision Makers) Introducing modified or compromised religious beliefs and manuscripts to damage existing
beliefs can be useful, as can demonizing existing non-compliant religions, while simultaneously promoting a new
single unified religion that supports the takeover process. The new unified religion should promote having the
population individually confess secret evil deeds that they committed to the new religious authorities as a supposed
way to absolve the wrongs they committed. In reality, this information can be saved, cataloged, and used to
blackmail and control those individuals that confessed. This process will greatly expand the ability to blackmail many
people within the general population and recruit them for special tasks beyond what could be accomplished by only
having control over the high-level leaders. These people can be used as disposable combatants, patsies for false flag
events, spies, informants, arsonists, etc.

